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Vanity Basis
Of Uniforms
Says Wallace
Not Education, Less
Pride Will Prevent
Future Wars

SAN JOSE (.5;PAT

SPARfA 1
I

By RAYMOND WALLACE
Rudolph Engfer constructed his
cross 90 heavy that it would be too
Herculean a task for him to bear
the
a alone, so I shall take up
other end of it for him. I do not
know that I entirely agree with
his classifications in the now
famous Paragraph Six, but 1 am
wholly in accord with the equally
meaty Paragraph Seven.
UNIFORM GLITTER
There are men of high intelligence and good sociological trainlag, who ally themselves with
peace organizations, hoping against
hope that their efforts will bear
fruit, but with out any sort of
faith that it will be so. The trouble
lies, I think, not in lack of education, but in lack of intelligence,
and in personal and national
vanity. Only a few days ago, 1
saw about two dozen members of
the local chapter of a national ormarching
solemnly
ganization
down First street in admirals’
uniforms, with swords at their
aides. They were men of middle
age, supposedly past the vanity
of youth, and presumed to have
acquired the judgement and balance maturity should bring.
GOLD BRAIDS AND WAR
As long as we have men who
like to strut about in uniform, even
though our soldiers do not sport
the glittering braid and patent
leather of European forces, we
still have an army to keep them
in, and while there are armies,
there will be war. There may even
be some direct correlation between
the amount of gold braid and the
frequency of wars. In this country,
:I
where the uniforms are among the
plainest, we do not often worry
about war, while in the two-bit ,
(Continued on Page Four)

R. Dobyns Offered
Teaching

Position

At Tepman School

I.

I
Rae Dobyna, vice-president of ,
the student body, and teacher
I
training student here, has the rare
opportunity of considering a $1,750
teaching position when she leaves
State this year.
The position, which was offered
through the State college appointment office, is for the fourth and
fifth grades, with art instruction
in the upper grades at Tupman.
30 miles from Bakersfield.
No contract has been signed yet,
according to Rae Dobyns, who explained that the position is in a 5
teacher school in a Standard in!
community.
"They have up a fine institution,
With modern systems of teaching."
She said.
"It is an unusual opportunity
and I certainly appreciate the fine
IliVointment service we have here."

Mrs. Florence Doster
Accepts Job In Wash.
Mrs. Florence Doater. who left
the Personnel office about a year
ago to accept a civil service position on Mare
Island, has advanced
again her friends here learned today.
Mrs. floater is planning to go to
Washington D. C., where she has
been offered a
position with the
treasury department
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Public Responds Social College All-Student Body
To Mr. Notebook Suggested For Shipboard Dance
Critically Ag a i n Campus Idlers Planned by Frosh
Diatribe On Complete Growth, Development Semi-formal Excursion
Notebook Notes Is
Of San Jose State
To Sail May 10 On
Driver’s Attempt
Is Discussed
S. S. Serenade
By FRED DRIVER

By GENE BOVEE

I am more surprised than anI wonder how long myopic scholnoyed by the last lot of Notebook ars have been peevishly peering
Notes. Mr. Engfer reiterates there over their spectacles at the sight
his claim that pacifists are ignor- of student politicians and socialant (unscientific?) and emotional. ites which clutter up every camMore than that he says that war pus. Scholars, especially old ones
is economic competition reduced with long white beards which
to its lowest factor. Does he think waggle on request, are ever prone
a nation will fight if it can com- to deplore the weakness of some
pete successfully? War is rather of their fellow students for pleasa condition in which a nation is ure and for cutting classes. "Why
stampeded into combat because it should they come to college? They
cannot 6ompete successfully with don’t get anything out of it, and
other nations. A strong militaristic besides, they cause a lot of unnation may defeat a nation of necessary fuss and bother and are
superior commercial strength or always getting tangled up in our
vice versa. War is not competition beards. College is no place for
commercially. It arises from a de- idleness."
sire to smash successful competOur own institution is no exitors.
ception. The same argument is
NEITZSCHE VIEWS
rolled over and over again on the
To judge if pacifists are ignor- tongues of our fellow students,
ant we should see if war is logical- but some progress, at least, has
ly and scientifically sound. Many been madewe have a Personnel
people try to prove that war is Department to keep the laggards
a part of evolution, allowing the in school.
fittest to survive. Freiderick NeitzRAPID GROWTH
sche started this trend of rationalAnyone who has lived in San
ization, which Mr. Engfer seems Jose for very many years has been
to follow. Nations war, this makes a witness of the rapid physical
for progress. "It is part of our growth and development of this
heritage from our forefathers." It institution. Apace with it has been
must be the means by which the a similar development of its (curcurricula,
curriculum).
dreams of a super race may be ricull,
Whereas it was once a simple
realized.
In biology we learn that if the Normal School for turning out
best adapted of the race survive, teachers, it now is a four year
the race will improve. The fittest Teachers College and Junior Coland best men usually survived and lege combined and turns out all
reproduced, back in the bludgeon kinds of things; in addition, there
era of human relationships, but are many technical departments.
Because of this evolution the
now being superior, that is having
traits which adapt one to Ms en- needs for education in almost any
vironment, does not mean that field are filled, but the social butterone will survive in combat. A flies are still in the ointment, cutgangster with firearms is able to ting classes, fluttering around the
kill anyone, no matter how much corridors, jamming the entrance,
advantage in intelligence, strength, and going to sleep during lectures.
or will power that person Why not a college for them? A
culture,
mav
have. Firearms have elimin- college such as has only been
ated the advantage of the superior dreamed about by the most imagindividual. If we take the superior ’native of their number a Social
man’s now fifty-fifty chance and College! There would be no comremember that he will go to war pusory classes; cutting and coming
while the inferior men stay home, late to class would be quite proper;
a large, tomeless library would be
(Continued on Page Four)
provided for nothing but whisper__
_ _
ing; in fact, classes would be
taught in that genteel art. Enormous roomy entrances would be
scattered profusely about for the
DeS?te Stanford sororities and fraternities to contrregate in and preen their feathers.
This week’s weekly radio debate Dances and parties (rush-rush)
and
held every Monday night at 8:00 would be held every evening,
be
o’clock over station KQW will for the politicians there would
this,
feature the San Jose State college offices galore, chairmen for
committees
freshman team in a debate against chairmen for that, and
to interview
a Stanford university freshman for everythingeven
ques- professors on the little matter ot
team in a discussion of the
Life! I repeat for
tion: Resolved, that college stu- grades. What A
;I
(Continued on Page Four)
dents should be imbued with
than
Fpirit of nationalism rather
internationalism. San Jose, repre
seated by Herbert Free and James
Gibb will uphold the negative.
This Is the weekly Contributeams
Both of these freshman
tors’ Issue of the Spartan Daily.
League
Coast
Pacific
attended the
The opinions expressed In the
FranDebate tournament in San
signed articles belong to the
debating
12,
and
11
cisco on April
authors and are not sponsorsubject
same
the
both sides of
ed by the Spartan Daily.
radio.
the
over
they nre discussing
(Continued on Page Four)

State Freshmen

Contributors’ Issue

Carmen Dragon and his orchestra will furnish dance music aboard
the S. S. Serenade when it seta
sail on May 10 from Port Scottish
Rite Temple for a four hour cruise
lasting from 9:00 to 1:00 o’clock.
The freshmen class is sponsoring the trip, declaring it to be a
spring semi-formal excursion, with
a suitable salty atmosphere, and
shiploads of fun and music. Decorations will be centered around
life preservers,portholes, and other
oceanic setting, furnishing a background for dancers in white flannels and spring formals.
OPEN DANCE
Although the freshmen
class
went "exclusive" at the beginning
of the year, by holding a closed
dance, this evening’s entertainment will be open to every one,
even sophomores, members of the
class state.
"Tickets" for the voyage, which
are selling at $1.00, may be purchased from Carol Sivertsen, John
Diehl, Stan Lewis, Don Morton,
James Craig, Hugh Cramer, Glenys
Bodkin, Alder Thurman, Jack Gruber, Jewel Spangler, John Butler,
Elwood Minor, Mr. Clarence Henderson, or at the Controller’s office.
COMMITTEE HEADS
Members of the class in charge
of committees planning the evening’s entertainment are Don Morton, president of the class, Hugh
John
Cramer, Agnes Linchero,
Diehl, Stan Lewis, Glenys Bodkin,
and Albert Castro.

Vaccination For
Smallpox To Be
Given In Fi Ibirici
Refuting the theory that dirt and
disease are always synonymous,
Miss Margaret Twombly of the
Health department declares that
lack of sanitation does not increase
the danger of contracting smallPDX,

Parade,Show,
Dances Mark
Spardi Gras
Staffelbach Chairman
Of Annual Holiday
Of Festivities
Varied entertainment from noon
until midnight marked the celebration Friday of the eighth annual Spardi Gras, traditional half
holiday of festivities, planned under
the general chairmanship of Hugh
Staffelbach.
Sappho society was awarded the
organization cup when its chain
gang was judged the best entry in
the Grand Parade,
which took
place on the .San Carlos turf as the
initial event of the afternoon program.
COSTUME PRIZES
Prizes for individual costumes
were given to
Iverson Fitchle,
men’s division, and Anita Patchett
and Ida Philpott, tie for women’s
division.
The Juniors won the claw trophy for securing the most points
in the afternoon events, with the
sophomores placing second.
Ralph Meyers was crowned pie
eating champion; Gus Standish
finished second and Tom Gifford
third. Byron Lanphear took two
first places. His beard was judged
the most unique and he won the
greased pig contest.
Ed Levin
claimed a prize for the longest
beard.
KELLY RUNS
The freshman class won the obstacle relay with George Kelly,
Owen Collins,
Mickey Slinguff,
Alder Thurman, and Dean Risley
running in the men’s division. The
sophomores defeated the juniors
in the tug-of-war finals.
Following an inter-squad football game and a swimming meet
with Menlo junior college, won by
San Jose, a free feed was served
in the quad.
With Paul Becker as master of
ceremonies, the pick of student
talent was presented Friday evening in Spartan Revelries, a two
hour stage show which included
songs written and sung by State
students.
Mr. Yliad Natraps made his
scheduled appearance but was declared to be "in a slightly befuddled condition."
Carmen
Dragon’s
orchestra
played for the Revelries, the noon
dance in the women’s gymnasium
which started off the day’s events,
and the evening dance in the men’s
gymnasium which climaxed Spardi
Gras.
Warren Tormey, social affairs
chairman, was in charge of both
hops. A circus theme prevailed at
the evening dance, which attracted
a record crowd. To carry out the
idea, pictures representing side
shows decorated the gym and the
orchestra played from a band wagon.
Sub-chairmen for the day were
Russell Azzara, parade; Bob Doerr
and Kay McCarthy, program; Ad rian Wilbur and Mary Youngren.
Food; Jack Hanley, prizes.

Explaining the nature of the
disease, Miss Twombly declares
that "smallpox is really two diseases. The first symptons are
those of the flu. Recovering from
that, one shortly after breaks out
i
Since there is a twelve day germ
incubation period during which no
symptom; are apparent, exposure
to the disease is common and unavoidable after it is once contracted
by a member of a group.
Although often classed as a
minor malady, small pox may and
Miss
often does prove fatal.
Plans for the "Golf Theme"
Twombly reveals. Disfiguration, sport dance to be held on May 4
blindness, or death may result.
at the Women’s Club was the chief
"Vaccination is a necessity for topic of business at the junior
immunization to smallpox," she meeting presided over by Bob
stated. "Vaccination under modern !Doerr.
Dance chairman Byron Lanphear
methods need be neither painful
gave a report on the progress of
nor disfiguring,
The health department will vac- the committeemen and announced
’sate for smallpox in the near that bids for the dance at one dollar a couple, are on sale.
future.

Golf Dance Plans
Made By Juniors
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team and chariot . . oh, did we
say horses? . . . and others. . . .
Then he raves about the Revel ries . . who wouldn’t . . . the very
swellegant Gail Hunt marionettes
. . . the melodious Melby melody
. . . the nyah-nyah chorus . . .the
unsung Dippell toe-dance . . Lee
Barnes’ finger-crossing crooning
. . .the Johnson gal’s tingling tapdance . . .
Dragon’s sparkling
strains . . . Paul Becker, the MC.
who knew his Q’s and P’s . . . ad
infinitum . .

In England, the institutes of
learning referred to as "public
schools" are really private schools.
Baffling, what?
public
so-called
these
And
schools were originally started by
guildmens who wanted the beat of
schools for their children, and they
became so excellent that the aristocracy begged to have their children admitted . . . and soon crowded out the others.
Today, the best of these "public"
schools are exclusive schools for
the children of the wealthy and
the aristocracy.
One of the most famous in the
little isle was started by the tailors’ guild. Pantsy that.
England even stole the Americans thunder in the matter of
idolizing the tingods of athletics
(which in this country gives a
distinctly silvery clink rather than
tin).
At Rugby, one of the world-famous prep schools, a plaque was
set up years and years ago to the
fellow who first "picked up the
ball in a game and started to run
with it, thus originating the game
of rugby". In this country they’d
probably tackle him.
Anyway, there are so such plaques set up at Rugby to honor
any professor for any deed.
Mr. Demi and Mr. Tease are
of
a
still nursing the effects
bloody argument over the virtue
of the Spardi Gras Day festival
of frollz, fun, and food.
The more practical land therefore less aesthetic) mind of the two,
Mr. Demi, whom we favored Friday after a breakfastless morning,
takes great delight
in
talking
about the food . . he entered the
pie-eating contest, snitched a stomach-tester from the cake-baking
competition, had his fill of the
free feed (with two helpings by
hook or crook) and even had his
eye on the gream.d pig, so 1,e confesse 1.
But then, after the free feed,
our aesthetic sense found us leaning toward the ravings of Mr.
Tasse, who gabs about the cleverness of the parade . . the fireman,
save my child gag, the chain gang
gals (he confides that he wants to
be the warden) the eight horses

From a contributor, a
poem
which should be a consolation to
the rest of us.
WOOD YOU?
1 think that I shall never see . . .
A "D" as lovely as a "B" . . .
A "B" whose rounded form is
pressed
Against
the
records
of the
blessed.
"D’s are made by fools like me ..
But only God can make a "B".

Events Or The
Week
MONDAY, APRIL 29
Home Economics Club dinner
for department.
Black Masque meet, 5 to 6 p.m.
Meet of Miss DeVore’s K.P.
group, 12 noon, room 3 of Home
Economics.
Speech by Dr. Carl Hazeltine
at Pre -theology group meet, 12
to 1 p. m., room 17 of Home
Economics.
Christian science organization
meet, 12:20, room 155.
Commerce club meet, 12:30,
room 139 of commerce wing.
Kappa Delta Pi fellowship evening for active members, 7:30,
home of Mrs. Gray at 435 North
’3rd.
TUESDAY, APRIL 30
Jr. Hi dinner meet, 6 p. m.,
cafeteria.
Patron’s meet, 2 to 3 p. m.,
Little Theater.
Student Recital, 4 p. m., audit.

I have often wondered how the
Greeks manage to maintain their
hold on the restaurant business.
I have never seen a Greek who
could cook even passably well,
and without tomato sauce, they
are lost entirely. At the little grill
where I eat, pounded steak is
served in any of three ways, fried
in butter, with creole sauce, or
rolled in flour. Actually, all three
styles are the same. It is never
pounded, it is never fried in butter,
no creole sauce ever accompanies
it, nor is it ever rolled in flour.
In spite of this they sell it. The
roast chicken is equally simple to
prepare. The "cook" takes a piece
of chicken fricassee, puts it upon
the griddle and pours oil over it,
and slaps a pot lid upon it to
Tomorrow is the last day fo
hold it down. A few minutes of this
paying your graduation fees. If
and it is served up, tougher than
you haven’t seen me about this
the most frantic imagination can
already, be sure to do it before 4
conceive. The potatoes are already
o’clock tomorrow.
boiled, and are browned, or blackHarrison F. Heath,
ened, for serving by deluging them
FRANK NORRIS, whose novels
Technical Counselor.
with oil in a frying pan, and igniting the oil. Eggs are fried on the are still read widely today despite
There will be a meeting of comgriddle, the yolk being punctured their comparitive antiquity, was
on the road to fame mittees working on Commerce Club
with the shell, so that is spreads started
through one word . . . and an in- picnic at 12:00 noon today in room
over nearly a square foot.
There’s really nothing to cook- sulting word, at that . . . Norris, 139.
ing once you get the hang of it. while attending the University of
The clientele is the most cos- California, worked hard and long , applicant away . . . "Come back
mopolitan I have seen in any rest- on a term paper . .. it was a good again, when you thins you know
. the material."
aurant. Printers, laborers, mech- paper, Norris told himself .
anics, clerks,
bums,
postmen, but the prof didn’t seem to think
CARMEN DRAGON, who did a
truck-drivers, students, a photo- so . . . back came the paper, with
word
"Fustian"
scrawled neat job at the Spardi Gras, may
grapher, a chiropractor, a dentist, the
a barber, a novelty salesman, a across the title page in red pen- be heading into big time ... Cardoctor, a lawyer, merchants, and cil . . . "What’s this mean?" Nor- men and his boys, under the
. . . managership of Jerry Bundsen,
probably even some thieves, all ris bewilderedly inquired
"Look it up", the prof retorted .
played at Sweet’s ball room in
eat there.
Webster defined the word for Nor- Oakland recently, and were acris as, "pompous, ridiculously tum- corded a big ovation ... you don’t
It is night. The earth is cover- id; inflated; bombastic; good for have to believe it, but Bundsen
ed with a stinking yellow fog, and nothing; worthless." . . . so en- insists that band boys from flan
old houses groan softly. The bats raged was Norris that he with- Wilde’s and Del Courtney’s orks
fly in many belfries tonight, and drew from California immediately, were in attendance, and led in the
loose marbles go rolling down the and entered Harvard the following tumultous (the word is Bundsen’I)
further, the
stairs. Sax Rohmer rubs his hands year . . . already in the process handclappings . .
in sinister glee at the prospects of creation was his first novel manager of Sweet’s and Bundsen
of another murder in Limehouse. "Vandover and the Brute". . . thus had words together after Dragon’s
A dismal chilling rain falls. The California lost all claim to de- appearance, and it is rumored
latch clicks, and the door slowly veloping Norria as a writer, unless that the words "Contract" and
opens. My roommate enters, look- it may be said that the one insult- "Six Months" were prominent
In the conversation
ing the very picture of The My- , ing word spurred him to success.
sterious Yahoo. He is not wet,
OH, YEAH? DEPT.
ADD SIMILES. . . as close to
because he has been waiting just
"College degrees are entirely ton each other as two cats at a dog
outside the door until I got this
far down before he made his en- easy to attain"Dr. Carl Holliday. fight
trance.
AND THE SAME Dr. Holliday
IT JUST GOES TO prove that
"You look like The Mysterious
relates a tale of a young man who, women have no sense of humor
Yahoo," I say, with an insidious
educating himself in Germany, .
. four fret pledges at Columbia
chuckle.
presented himself for examination C. were sent to nearby Barnard
"I AM The Mysterious Yahoo", for his Doctor’s degree . . . it hat College with instructions to prohe announces, leering solemnly. "I been quite obvious to the student pose to the first girls they saw.
have come to show you something all along that he was in disfavor two of them were accepted .
no one has ever seen before, and with the head of the department
Someone
when you have seen it, no one from which he was striving to ge; ,
DAILY HM’M .....
Orm
shall ever see it again."
a degree
nevertheless, the wondered orally at Spardi
applied,
He takes a filbert from his poc- youth felt that he knew the mat
If the rules of Mardi Gras
ket and holds it up. "Is that it?", I erial thoroughly . . . . he announc- inasmuch as the local celebration
say. "I’ll bet a dozen people have ed to the German professor his is patterned after the New Orthe
seen that thing already."
readiness for receiveing his final leans celebration . . . one of
"Wait". He takes a pair of den- examination . . . the prof grunted, prevailing customs of the southtists forceps from his left sleeve, and rattled a few stones in his ern carnival is that any PlY can
and cracks it. "There it is!" he pocket . . . "What kind of rocks ’ at any time kiss any gal, mistletoe
cries in a mad paean of triumph, are these?" he asked the appli- or no mistletoe, consent or no con
exposing the kernel. "No one has cant, still rattling the hidden stones :wilt, acquaintanceship or no aebad idea
ever seen it before, and no one
.
. "Why, I don’t know!" th
oilaintanceship . .. not a
saw a pair
shall ever see it again!" He thrusts applicant stammered uncertainly,
. . and the Sweeper
the
It into his mouth and swallows it, implying that he might know if adopting the custom after
he won’t
arid with a wild, haunting scream, the rocks were exposed
to view . . evening dance . . . but
dashes off into the night, to search . . . the prof grunted, much satis- guarantee that the parties invOlfor the Holy Grail.
fied with himself, and wave(1 the , ved were unacquainted.....
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RELAY VICTORY GIVES S. J. 66-65 WIN AT CHICO

A couple of ex -Spartan track
in the Pacian made their debut
meeting
e Athletic Association
Saturday
e Stanford Stadium
prison. Bracketed in a field of
at sprinters, little Lou Salvato,
ac last year was one of the shin
lights of Pacific Coast track., came in for the fourth spot
’One hundred yard dash. The
gond of the ex -San Jose duo
as Doug Taylor, who went out
car the broad Jump pit for a
Nance of 23’ 5". Neither of the
vo Staters have been doing a
Led by Jim Stockdale who
whole lot of training and tuning
pulled off the "iron man" stunt
for the P. A. A. meet, in comof winning both dashes and the
plain to the lot of collegians
anchor lap of the relay, the Sparresent, most of who are at the
tan track team Saturday eked out
k of their season. Salvato, in
a one point victory over Chico
rticular, takes most of the year
State 68-65 in one of the most
o round into his top form, and
bitterly contested meets ever held
the time the A. A. U. rolls
at the northern school.
nand should be running right up
With the final event of the day
ith the best of them. Taylor’s
5" is nothing to be sneezed about to be run, Chico led 65-61,
It and the former Spartan "iron only a win in the final event could
ea" will be well over 24 feet If give the San Jose team a win.
It days with track for the rest But the old "come through" punch
the spring. Both men are run - was there, and the Spartan reerg under the colors of the Olym- lay men ran their hearts out to
gain the muchly needed five points
pc Club.
and a win.

Stockdale Is Walker’s SwimStars Spardi Gras
Dual Winner Trounce Menlo J. C. Grid Contest
ForSpartansEasily; Win 46 to 29 Scoreless Tie
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do it before 4
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Another ex-San Jose State lummy, one Wesley "Bud" Hubbard,
lopped back into town after a
maple of months absence in Japa The Spartan football captain
(1932 and 1933, recognized as
not the greatest ends produced
o the Pacific Coast,
has been
Wrhg the Far East with the
aemblage of All-Americans and
sr All-Americans who made the
final trip. They tell us "Bud"
an In heavy for silk pajamas
lid slant-eyes now. You don’t
tY7
The Spartan gridsters will con Ise their friendly workouts with
k boys of Clipper Smith tomorw afternoon, when the spring
errnmages will probably be con hied. Last Wednesday’s encounte ivas supposed to be the last
letween the two squads, but De
exit and Smith got together and
Soled to have another grid feat.

To Stockdale goes a big share of
the credit for his great work in
winning both the shorter races, but
to Cammack,
for winning both
hurdle races, and Harper for wins
in the mile and 880 the San Jose
supporters owe a hand.
Cunningham
who tossed the
javelin 202 feet for a first place;
Taylor who surprised everyone by
nosing out Captain Robinson for
first in the 440 added badly needed points to the Spartan score.
Most of San Jose’s points were
made in the track events. Chico
dominated the field, and in several of the events almost scored
clean sweeps over the Gold and
White.

Tennis Team
Takes Matches
From Menlo J.C.

The meet at Stanford Saturday
Winning all nine matches in
bad a record held by a former
netmen
kohse athlete go by the boards. I straight sets, the Spartan
completely anahilated racqueteers
pole vault mark,
formerly
from Menlo Junior college on the
e the possession
of a quartet of
courts Saturday.
ilclimbers, among whom was Stanford
A return match with the junior
44 Wool, was topped in the
collegians has been scheduled for
ramble for altitude,
and Mr.
NI is now numbered among tomorrow on the home courts and
several news faces will appear in
twe called
"cut-holder of the
the San Jose line-up in order to
give experience to the new men
--who heretofore have been kept out
Incidentally, this fellow Jack
of collegiate competition.
Miners, who
vaulted for Sacra Following are Thursday results:
’Into J. C.
before enlisting with Rotholtz def. Van Dyke 6-0, 6-4.
Nos Hamilton’s
California Bears Mitchell def. Laughlin 9-7, 6-3
se Who
had a lot to do with ell- Smith def. Evans 6-1, 6-0
4itill0 Wool’s record from the Gruber def. Schoffield 6-4, 6-0
soh, has a
name we can’t quite Geary def. Vangien 6-3, 6-3
out. Why a name like ’MauKeeble def. Bagby 6-3, 6-1
lers’ should
be pronounced as ’Ma - Rotholtz-Gruber def. Van Dyke5 the worry of
plenty of
Schoffield 6-0, 6-4.
-ouncers we have
heard.
Mitchell-Simth def. Laughlin -Babby 8-6, 6-3.
hand to Fresno
State’s sprint Keeble-Geary def. Vangien-Evans
team, which
copped their di6-2,6-4.
,ntitle in the
Drake Relays at
Staines Friday.
The boys from
City of the
year and
wrinkled grape Meting Bill Hubbard this
some
’,Reed to come
off with top his yearlings will be pushing
and keep the itarne of of the varsity men for permanent
’ et unsullied for
Men like Colthe
home positions next year.
Thurmond,
lins, Risley, Slingluff,
MatMyamoto, Swartzell, Brown,
liable to
"Ile we’re handing
out orchids, surnura and Dorey are
’night consider
some veterGeorge Kelly crack right in under
season
The, The recently
married Fresh ans nose when the 1936
coach did a
fine job in as - comes around.

Winning easily,
the
Spartan
mermen defeated the Menlo Jaysee paddlers by a 46 to 29 score
in the local plunge Friday afternoon. Two new records were set
as the Spartan freestyle team bettered their own school mark in the
200 yard freestyle relay, at the
same time bettering the pool mark
formerly held by
the
Stanford
varsity team.
Howard Withycombe set the second mark when he traveled 100
yards in 1:07.8 via the backstroke
method. This mark is within 2.8
seconds of the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate record and augers well
for the’ future of
the Spartan
freshman.
2 FIRSTS
The only two first places taken
by the visitors were taken by Harold Sexton, who was followed to
the finish line in both cases by
his teammate, Ducky Davis, in the
220 and 100 yard freestyle races.
In the 220, Sexton stepped out to
win easily over the rest of the
field, while Davis defeated Fitzgerald of the Spartans by about eight
yards. In the one hundred yard
sprint, Coach Walker with the
meet cintched, entered Tuxford
and Locks, allowing the Menloites
another first besides the one which
pre-meet dope had already conceded them.
Charlie York turned in a superb exhibition from the diving
board to eke out a two point win
over his teammate, Johnnie De
Smet, while Maxwell of the Jay-

seers was taking a poor third
place
AMBROSE SCORES
Captain Bill Ambrose continued
his good work taking a first place
in the fifty yard sprint besides
swimming anchor on the two winning relay teams of the Spartans.
Ray Sherwin swam a lap on the
winning freestyle
relay
outfit,
turning in the fastest time of his
career, besides taking a second behind Ambrose in the fifty.
Harold Houser won the 100 yard
breast stroke over his teammate
Dave Lynn, as both of the Spartans
gave a simultaneous exhibit of the
new "butterfly" or overarm breaststroke.
Results:
200 yard relayWon by San
Jose (Sherwin, Bateman, Douglas,
Ambrose). Time 1:42.6
100 yard breast strokeWon by
Houser (SJ); 2 D. Lynn (SJ); 3,
Fidanque (M). Time 1:16.0
50 yardWon by Ambrose (SJ);
2, Sherwin (SJ); 3, Morris (M).
Time :25.8
100 yard backstrokeWon by
Withycombe (SJ); 2, Bonne!! (M);
3, Condit (SJ). Time 1:07.8.
220 yardWon by Sexton (M);
2, Davis (M); 3, Fitzgerald (SJ).
Time 2:27. 4
DivingWon by York (SJ); 2,
DeSmet (SJ); 3, Maxwell (M).
100 yardWo by Sexton (M);
2, Davis (M); 3, Tuxford (8-1)
Time :58.8
150 yard medley relayWon by
San Jose (Withycombe, Houser,
Ambrose.) Time 1:28.4

Women’s Sports IIntramural
Activities
By DOROTHY MARTIN

A surprise shower for Mrs. Catherine Sparks Kelly, physical education major, was given by Miss
Gail Tucker, physical education
instructor, at her apartment, 491
So. 7th street, Thursday evening.
Novel entertainment was carried out. Miss Tucker gave gift
packages of unfinished linen, towels, holders, and luncheon sets
to all the girls present. After embroidering these pieces the group
decided to play murder, and sent
Catherine out of the room. The
preliminaries of murder, lights-off,
and screaming, ensued, but when
Catherine came into the room the
gifts were put into a basket and
presented to her.
Guests for the evening included:
Mrs. Carl Sparks, of Redwood City,
Miss Bloxham, head of the physical education department at Sequoia high school, and students,
hdardell Hirsh, Barbara Adams,
Eva Chew. Alberta Lantz, Virginia
Gallagher,
Margaret
Gardner,
Gladys Whitney, Marion Bolden,
Dorothy itakestraw, Janet Cameron Carmelita (Merest, Lillian Radivoj, Edith Norton, Bertha Potts,
Dorothy Potts, Elinor Offenback,
Ruby Siemers, Ruth Ulrich, Mary

Thursday’s final practice game
for the inter-class softball competition resulted in the
second
straight victory for the
lower
classmen. The Frosh and Sophs
combined to take down the Seniors
and Juniors by a 7 to 5 score.
League play will get under way
tomorrow at noon. Pairings will be
announced in tomorrow’s paper.
The Sophs and Frosh will wage
la real battle for the title if the
, turnouts for the practice session.;
Iare an indication. Each class was
represented by a number which
will probably make it possible for
each to sponsor two squads in the
!competition.
Although lacking in numbers,
I
Ithe two uppper classes have shown
a spirit and ability that sliculd
I keep them in the running for
championship honors.
The tennis tournament is progreasing in fine fashion. In a mixed doubles match, the freshman
Dick
combination, composed of
Edmonds and Edith Norton, deJane Tate, Jane Arnbagh, Dorothy
Todd, Margaret Sparks, Josephine
Williams, and the honoree, Mrs.
Kelly.

Like mad dogs and Englishmen,
two picked squads of Spartan footballers went out in the midday
sun Friday and put on a half hour
exhibition game before the Spardi
Gras crowd which jammed San
Carlos turf.
The boys tussled to no avail, as
the score was nil for either team.
It was, in short, a stalmate.
One thing was revealed to Spartan followers, however. State, despite the fact that its football roster takes a beating through graduation this spring’, will be no pushover in the greenswards this fall.
Power and plenty of it was readily
apparent.
Glen Du Bose, playing an offensive role of back man and guard
on defense, was all that has been
said of him. He has it, and it
does him some good. Bill Lewis,
the dusky fullback, looked plenty
sweet on offense.
The Marion J. C. transfer, Hugo
Boschetti, showed a ball packing
ability that may land him a regular berth next fall. And Jack
Martin, the big tackle, transfer
from Modesto J. C., looms as an
ever menacing bulwark in the line.
Using but a few plays, and utilizing only the double wingback
formation, neither squad packed
any deception qualities. Both the
Whites and Blues filled the ozone
with passes, only a few of which
were completed.

Mellinger To Speak To
Behind the News Class
A warless world is wanted; permanent peace is possible. Such will
be the theme of the "Behind the
News" class tonight at 7 in room
24 with Mr. W. L. Mellinger, peace
advocate and former Chautauqua
speaker, offering a solution to the
war problem.
Control of the seas by international police, and closing of the
external waterways to warlike
nations is the basis of Mellinger’s
plan.
This idea was pioneered by
’Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow
Wilson at the time of the World
War, stated Melleinger, but never
met with serious consideration because everyone thought at that
time no more wars would be forthcoming.
All persons interested in the
movement towards peace are urged
to attend the meeting tonight, but
are requested to come promptly.
Pealed a junior team, Joe Salameda
and Dorothy Rakestraw by a 6-1,
6-1 score. How about those cokes
you were betting Joe?
Hugh Cramer, a
freshman,
promises to make it plenty tough
on the other entries in the singles
play by his two sweeping victories in early play. Forrest Brown
of the junior class is anotber who
looks like a possible finalist.
Matches for the week will he
listed in this column tomorrow.
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S.J. Players Driver Believes
Persona! Vanity Faculty Moves To Install
Supports Wars,
New System Of Numerals REHEARSE O’NEIL! Engfer Follows
Believes Writer
Representing Graduates Tragic Drama
Neitzsche Ideas
Peace Worker’s Ideas
Present Numbers Are
Writer Accuses Engfer
Probed by Student Science Faculty
Incomplete, Dating
Of Being Very Like
InContribution
Members Confer
Only From 1921
Adolph Hitler
At Bulletin Meet

(Continued from Page One)
kingdoms of Europe, noted for the
extravagance of their livery, they
have it always hanging over them.
Then there are the adventurers
of high courage and not so high
mentality, who are willing to accept any risk in order to gratify
that ineluctable urge to be doing
something. Many of the peace
campaigners are of this type. One
of the local peacemakers once)
made the statement that in the
cause of peace it might even be
necessary for some of them to die.
That is the whole objection to war.
OPINION UPHELD
My apologies to Mr. Giant and
any others who may have thought
I was dogmatic in expressing my
views on suicide, but it was impossible to be anything else in
so short an article. The whole
matter really boils down to the
question of free will, and I could
fill the whole paper with quotations from those who agree with
me, but I am not entitled to so
much space. It hardly seems worth
while to give their names without
pointing confirmatory passages,
but they have been requested, and
here they are. Among the philosophers, Bain, Hobbes, Hume, Leibniz, Mill, Spinoza, and Schopenhauer, a few of the greatest among
many lesser men who thought the
sante. Among psychologists, to
lump them up, any upholder of
the Freudian school, and many
others of contemporary times
whose views have been colored by
Freudian theory.

Gorden No Longer
Even So Slightly
Befuddled Like
By WESLEY DEXTER GORDON
My dear Mr. Rudolph Engfei
how can you expect me to recove!
from the effects of reading th,
(as you say) "so-called famous"
Sixth Paragraph when the cause of
my emotional "jag" has been repeated? The Sixth Paragraph simplified me to one of two guesses.
I was either ignorant or an evangelist. But which? I am sure you
can imagine the dreadful suspense
I was innot knowing which of
two things I was. Running through
my mind was the question, "Wesley, are you an evangelist, or are
you ignorant?" Night and day,
day and night. Fortunately there
were variations. "Wes, are you
ignorant, or are you an evangelist?" Now you have saved me.
You have answered the enigma of
the guesses. I am an evangelist.
By your own definition by limitation, I cannot be both an evangelist and be ignorant, ergo! I am
an intelligent evangelist. It seems
to one that you are rather illogical
to suppose that an intelligent evangelist would withdraw himself from
"the disturbing forces of city life."
Evangelists of all types are where
the people are. What could Huey
Long do alone on a desert island?
Or Aimee? Or Anybody?
Assuming that I should go Into
the solitudes for a time, what would
you suggest for a sedative? Arthur
Brisbane in calf? Or, perhaps, F,dgar Guest in pulp? Would you
suggest that an intelligent evangelist might be put to sleep by
reading the publications of the
D. A. R.? But I suppose any seda-

By LEONA PRUETT

Dissatisfaction with the incomEight members of the Natural pletness of class numerals imScience department faculty spent bedded in the front walk of San
Friday and Saturday in Fresno Jose State college resulted in a
conferring with the committee on motion at a faculty meeting re"Science Guide for Elementary cently that President MacQuarrie
Schools", a monthly bulletin pub- appoint a committee to plan a
lished by various teachers col- new system of numerals to repreleges of the state, under the chair- sent the graduating classes
manship of Miss Helen Heffernan throughout the history of the
of the state, department of edu- school.
cation.
As they are now, the numerals
Dr. Carl Duncan, Dr. 0. L. date from 1921 instead of 1862
Brauer, Dr. Karl Hazeltine, Dr. when the first class entered.
Gayle Pickwell, Dr. P. Victor
FACULTY OPINIONS
Peterson, Mr. Fred Buss, Mrs.
Following the motion, faculty
Gertrude Moore, and Miss Emily members, both old and new, exSmith are the faculty members pressed their opinions on the prowho attended the conference, pre- posed change.
senting manuscripts of five bulle"Outsiders who come here to
tins which San Jose State will visit the college see the numerals
issue in 1935-36. Mr. Robert Rhodes starting at only 1921 and say, ’Oh
of the Stanford University faculty is the college that young?’" Dr.
accompanied the group.
J. C. DeVoss of the psychology deManuscripts reviewed by the partment said.
committee are "Spiders", "140w the
He pointed out that the numerals
Energy of Nature Has Been Har- could be easily changed, as the
nessed for Man’s Use", "Mush- walk will possibly have to be torn
rooms and Other Fungus", "Des- up anyway.
sert Life", and "Spring Wild
Mr. George E. Stone, photogFlowers".
raphy instructor, was enthusiasticOf the ten titles to be contributed ally in favor of the change.
"We should get the old graduates
next year by the teacher’s colleges,
San Jose is issuing five. Bulletins to put in their class numbers with
on weather and birds have already all due ceremony," he said. "This
been published this year by the would pull them back to the inlocal committee. ’36-37 calls for the stitution as nothing else would.
OLD GRAD DAY
issuance of "CommunicationRa"Why, we could even have an
dio and Telephone", "Cone Bearing
Trees and Their Near Relatives", Old Graduates’ Day. Serve beans,
and "Land Forms" by the San Jose or carry out the Spanish idea and
roast an ox in the quad.
group.
"And why not have the numbers
The Science Guide is sent to
every elementary school teacher run around the quad, instead of
and instructor of general science down the middle?"
Mr. William Sweeney of the
in the state, and is one of the
projects sponsored by the state Speech department, another comdepartment of education embrac- paratively new instructor, and
ing the work of the local science former student body president at
State, saw little significance in
staff.
anyone but the old graduates putting the numbers in.
"It would be nice to have the
numbers date back, but rather
silly for us to put them in," he
said, "as the whole import is in
(Continued from Page One)
those in the balconywhat a life! the installing of the numbers by
the classes."
HUMOR INTENDED
MIGNON FAVORS PLAN
It may be argued that such an
Miss Helen Mignon of the Home
institution would breed a class
of academic half-wits, but the Economics department, and inauthor does not think that could structor at San Jose State for
be a serious objection. It certainly many years, recalled the time when
wouldn’t raise the college popula- she was connected with the Annual
lion very much. ’On the other hand, and tried to put just such a
think of what a burden it would measure through.
"No one seemed particularly in lift from the shoulders of many a
weary and down -trodden parent terested then. Perhaps it was too
who is worrying what to do with early," ,she said, and wondered
Mary or John. They haven’t any- whether enthusiastic souls would
thing to do; they lie around the trouble themselves about the meashouse all day and get into all ure now.
Also in favor of having the
kinds of mischief; so in the name
of learning and befuddled mothers older classes put in their own
and
fathers
everywhere
(how numerals, Miss Mignon saw posthey’ll thank me!) I propose a sibility of the proposed change beSocial
College for San
Jose. ing successful, and gave her or(NOTE) The author feebly and Iginal idea of how the numbers
vainly protests that this article should be arranged.
NUMBER DESIGN
was intended to be slightly humor"The Normal school number
ous, an were his former failures.
He further feebly and vainly sug- could run crosswiae through tie,
gelds that all the budding young quad, and the State college numintellectuals of this mightly col- hers straight out from the build.
leglum refrain from taking it ser- ing. In this way there would he
Musty and storming the Daily with enough room for all the numbers.
their furious protests against tile The place where the two lines in feeble and vain originator of this tersected could be left free, and
an appropriate design put in. from
brilliant bit of wit (%)
which the numbers would radiate."
tive is good ’if It puts me to sleep.
Miss Helen M. Sprague, English
Thank you for the conclusion in instructor for many years
at State.
your last article in which you was also In favor of the
idea of
hoped for my recovery,
having former classes install the

Bovee Wants College
For Social Butterflies

By JOY L. ARPS
Since "Moruning Becomes Electra", few would care to challenge
Eugene O’Neill’s place as the giant
among contemporary dramatists.
Like Robert Browning, he is one
of the fortunates who are honored
In life and need not wait for tneir
work to be viewed in the perspective which usually comes only with
the passing of many years.

The source of his greatness is
apparent when he is seen in relation to his period and contemporaries.
O’Neill rose to prominence in the
second decade of this country when
civilization shook off its sleep and
regarded the institutions and attitudes which had grown rank
around it. Government, religion and
society were investigated to their
very roots, and in the frenzy of
reform many lost sight of any purpose. Art naturally reflected this
chaos, but few had the stability
and vision to set a goal beyond
petty comment.
O’Neill apparently started like
the others, bewildered by realities,
blindly striking at anything conventional, searching aimlessly for
something beyond the horizon. He
was typical of a restless age. But
six months in a sanitarium forced
him to stop and reflect on the
meaning of this existence. It was
during this period of physical Inactivity that O’Neill determined to
become a dramatist. Viewed in
restrospect, his general purpose
seems to have been fixed at that
time.
"Beyond the Horizon", which San
Jose Players are presenting this
week, was written in 1918. This
was his first full length play to
be given a Broadway production.
In this triple tragedy, set in bleak
New England, we find the beginning of that major theme which
he later develops so variously and
eloquently: the modern man’s quest
for fulfillment and meaning in life.
He is interested in man’s relation
to God, rather than man’s relation
to Man. TherM lies his power
and universality.

State Frosh To Meet
Stanford In Debate
(Continued from Page One)
Out of the twenty teams entered.
the Stanford team won first place.
Uoth have Made an exhaustive
study of this question, arid with
their experience at the tournament
have become authorities on tee
subject.
Mr. Ralph Eckert, coach of de
bate at San Jose State, will act
as chairman,
numbers, and expressed the beliet
that the one hindrance, the ex pense, could be solved if old graduates were contacted.
"We older graduates here would
be willing to cooperate," she said.

(Continued from Page
on
we see that our once
a generate
massacres of the fit insure
he
survival of the unfit.
MINTZ FRIENDS
Our friend Mintz and
his awl.
ates, undoubtedly were
ernotione
This is made an excuse for
brand.
Ing all persons who think
before
blindly accepting war as
a ments
of setting international
amnesia
as evangelists.
Are the militarists cold,
us.
partial scientists? Isn’t there
Opt
emotional militarist?
Are lb
Hearst and his rabble intellectual
paragons? Of course, I admit tau
Mr. Einstein is no judge of
intir.
national affairs, but why
shoal
I pass up his suggestions and age
with the learned publisher?
Yr.
Engfer’s views are very similar Is
those of Mr. Hitler, who is the
most emotional evangelist there’s,
During the World War the ma
did not enlist for the pay they
would get. as mercenaries, such is
the Hessians who fought in the
American Revolution would have
done. They went to war because
they had been taught to lele
Germany and all the atrocitee they
had been told the Germans had
committed. They were not cold,
hard, realists; they went to our
to make the world safe for den.
ocracy.
The propaganda mills ground
slowly, but they ground exceed.
ingly fine. German songs were cut
out of school books in an emotions!
orgy. Being German was just dot
of a criminal offense. Germany a
still hated. It is a bad MaryThe herd cherishes its blind hate
The maudlin emotionalism die
flag waving gently should be as
example for all pacifists to notice
and avoid following, and should
make critics of pule= pause before they start condemning the
movement for any emotionalas
which has accompanied it.
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